CHAPTER XII
THE BRITISH CONQUEST OF INDIA: III, 1838-1856
I. the first invasion of afghanistan, 1838-1842
we now come to one of the darkest chapters in our history—one
of the few, indeed almost the only one, which has to tell not only
of defeat but of disgrace, of shame as well as of sorrow. For
once otir arms were employed in a cause which has met with
universal condemnation at the hands of posterity, and in the
course of an unjust aggression met with condign defeat; and
though our ruined prestige was later in some measure repaired,
the objects for which we took up arms were in the ultimate
outcome left unattained. This ill-conceived and ill-starred
campaign is known to history as the First Afghan War.
In 1838 the British Government of India, which had
hitherto never resorted to arms, except in self-defence or upon
extreme provocation, suddenly took upon themselves, in
defiance of the dictates of reason and justice, to commit an un-
provoked assault on a harmless neighbour, This course of action
must be attributed primarily to a motive which had as early
as the first decade of the nineteenth century begun to exercise
the minds of our Indian statesmen and soldiers, and has since
that date been ever present with them—the fear of an invasion
of India by Russia across the north-west frontier. This feat
had at this time become acute, chiefly by reason of a Persian
attack, believed to be instigated by Russia, against the Afghan
city of Herat, and reported intrigues by Russian emissaries at
CabuL The internal state of Afghanistan itself, which for
years had been in a chronic state of internecine strife over the
succession to the throne, also seemed to call for some British
action to erect a firm barrier to any further Russian enterprise
in the direction of India. The immediate danger was in fact
absurdly exaggerated, and diplomacy might safely have been
left to deal with it No serious attempt, however, appears to
have been made in this direction, and the alarmist views of
irresponsible and ignorant men led the Governor-General, Lord
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